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Abstract

Pseudomonas is a gram negative facultative anaerobic bacterium with ubiquitous occurrence. It is one
of the common pathogens infecting humans and animals. It would cause acute to chronic infections and
forms an opportunistic parasite for immune suppressed individuals. Some of the most common
infections include malignant external otitis, pneumonia, septicemia etc. In alignment with its role in
threatening of human and animal health the study aimed to annotate the complete proteome of the
organism for identification of pathogenic protein cluster among them. Further based on the identified
proteins the suitable peptide vaccines are to be designed which can prevent the atrocities caused by this
bacterium. The 3D structure of proposed peptide vaccine can further be designed using ARGUS LAB
followed by it validation. The planned work could screen and identify major pathogenic peptides from
the bacterium which can be designed and validated. The use of these designed peptides as vaccines can
be one of the preventive approaches for all infections caused by this opportunistic pathogen.
Key words: Facultative anaerobic, Opportunistic pathogen, Alignment, Pathogenic, 3D structure, Argus
Lab, Peptide Vaccine.

Introduction

Microorganisms are ubiquitous in nature and are the major biotic components whose association with
human life is indispensable. There exists no region without the presence of microbes naturally. Though
all the microbes are not pathogenic in nature some of the common inhabitants can also be highly
pathogenic and may cause life threatening infections and diseases. All microbial infections can be
better prevented using vaccines which are protein or whole organism based preparations that can
immunize an individual and prevent the infection by the pathogen upon entry. One among the common
pathogenic bacteria causing human infections is Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
Pseudomonas species is a group of heterophilic, aerobic bacilli ranging in size from 0.5- 0.8 by 1.5-3.0
μm [7]. It is motile with its single polar flagella. Antibodies to the bacterial outer membrane proteins
and lipopolysaccharides exhibit cross reactivity [3]. With focus to its nutritional requirement, it can
utilize a wide variety of organic molecules as a sole carbon source. It can be easily grown on minimal
salt medium with any basic carbon source [2]. It can withstand the temperatures ranging from 4 to 420C.
It is a common soil bacterium which is capable of breaking down of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.
It is also found in other habitats like reserved water contaminated by animals and humans like sewage,
sink etc [1]. Being an opportunistic parasite this bacteria is found especially in the hospital dumps and
wastes.
Pseudomonas is known to possess several virulence factors however the exact mechanism of
pathogenesis is unclear [9]. The bacterium takes control over the hosts weakened immune system and
causes diseases. Blood stream infections, Pneumonia, Urinary tract infections, and surgical wound
infections are some of the infections caused by Pseudomonas species.
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Materials and methods

Collection of bacterial proteome and screening
Pseudomonas is known to possess a genome of the size 6.3 Mbp corresponding to approximately 2000
non redundant proteins [10]. Among all the proteins of the bacteria, it is those proteins that are foreign
to human proteome which can be pathogenic and possess a potential to cause infection in the host. All
the proteins of the bacterium were collected from NCBI database and were screened with the human
proteome to check for their degree of similarity. The proteins that share no or less than 30% similarity
to human proteins are selected as foreign and subjected for further annotation. BLAST P performs
similarity search between the proteins and provides the ranking in terms of score [6]. Higher score is an
indication of evolutionary similarity and non pathogenic nature. All the proteins that share a very less
degree of similarity to human proteins are collected and considered for further annotation.
Antigenic site prediction and propensity calculation
All the sequences identified to be foreign can be tested for the presence of antigenic region/ peptide.
PVS is one such online server used to predict the various structural and functional properties of the
proteins. Tool can efficiently predict total number of antigenic regions present in protein sequence
along with the details including antigenic propensity (antigenic intensity). A graphical representation
along with total number of antigenic peptides and their propensities is displayed in the results. Based
on peptide with highest peak in the graph most antigenic peptide can be selected. Tool can be accessed
from link http://imed.med.ucm.es/PVS/. The peptides selected can be further subjected for antigenic
site identification within the selected region. EMBOSS ANTIGENIC [11] can be used for the purpose.
EMBOSS is a facility provided at the link https://www.bioinformatics.nl/cgi-bin/emboss/antigenic.
VAXIJEN
A new era antigen prediction server which is purely free from alignment protocol but runs on the
principle of Autocross covariance transformation of proteins [4]. The tool is based on the datasets and
models of Bacteria, virus and tumor proteins for prediction of whole protein antigenecity. This
prediction method is purely based on physicochemical properties and eliminates the alignment based
approach to obtain high accuracy in antigenic region prediction. The submission can be either single
sequence or multiple upload with the option for selecting a single organism for comparison based on
users requirement. The tool is tested and validated and reveals its accuracy of antigenic prediction to a
degree of 75 to 80%.
TMHMM [8] was used to predict the regions of protein that form the trans membrane domain and
those falling on the external surface. CTL epitopes on the protein were predicted based on NetCTL [5]
approach. The prediction is based on the identification of MHC binding to an extended class no of 12
MHC super types which includes the supertype A26 and B39.
Additionally the advanced version 1.2 used in the study has demonstrated a higher rate of accuracy
than the previous version 1.0 imparting high degree of accuracy to the data. Principle of artificial
neural network is involved in prediction of MHC Class 1 binding and proteosomal cleavage. TAP
transport efficacy is predicted using weight matrix.
Model building of the predicted peptide was performed using the software Argus lab [12]. The
software has a free access and is a downloadable version with high end accuracy in peptide building
and chemical designing. The designed 3D structure can be cleaned and optimized to obtain a most
stable structure and facility for energy calculation of molecule is provided. Cleaned and optimized
structure can be downloaded and used for any further study.

Results and Discussion

The screening of the proteome resulted in the selection of 41 proteins that shared least similarity to
human proteome and are suspected to be antigenic thus causing pathogenecity. All the 41 protein
sequences were further analyzed using different aspects and identification of the most antigenic region
within the selected proteins was performed.
Initial screening was based on the results of PVS and EMBOSS that identifies the antigenic regions/
peptides within the proteins. The resultant data was screened and filtered for the finalization of most
antigenic regions showing high degree of antigenic propensity. Simultaneously the same list of proteins
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were also screened using EMBOSS antigenic that not only identifies the antigenic region but also the
site showing antigenicity.
The proteins with peptides having highest antigenic propensity were found to be Carbon starvation
protein A and Two-component sensor histidine kinase based on the initial screening by PVS. The
antigenic propensity for both the proteins was 1.27. Thus they can be filtered out for further analysis.
The protein sequences and the result of PVS are furnished in the Figures below.
Amino acid sequences of the two proteins:
>OHQ72594.1 carbon starvation protein A [Pseudomonas aeruginosa]
MNNNNSLLRHLAWLVVAIVGAAALGVVALRRGEAINALWIVVAAVAIYLVAYRYYSLFIASK
VMQLDPNRATPAVLNNDGLDYVPTNKHILFGHHFAAIAGAGPLVGPVLAAQMGYLPGTLWLI
AGVVLAGAVQDFMVLFISSRRNGRSLGELVREEMGQVAGTIALFGAFLIMIIILAVLALIVVKA
LADSPWGMFTVLATIPIALFMGVYMRFIRPGRIGEISIIGVFLLLGSIWLGGQVAASPEWAPHFT
FSGIQITWMLIGYGAVASVLPVWLLLAPRDYLSTFLKIGTIIGLAIGILIVMPELKMPALTQFTDG
TGPVWKGSLFPFLFITIACGAVSGFHALISSGTTPKLLNREPDARYIGYGGMLMESFVAIMAMV
AASVIEPGIYFAMNSPPAVVGADVNAVAATVSSWGFAITPEQLTQTAQDIGETTILARAGGAPT
LAVGIAHILHQVLPGENTMAFWYHFAILFEALFILTAVDAGTRAGRFMLQDLLGNFVPALKKT
ESWTANIIGTGGCVALWGWLLYQGVVDPLGGINTLWPLFGISNQMLAGIALMLATVVLIKMK
RQQYVWVTILPAAWLLICTTTAGLIKIFDSNPAVGFVALGEKYATALDAGQVLAPAKDIGQM
QHVVLNAYINAGLTVLFLLVVFSVLFYAIKVGIAAWGKSERTDKETPFEPIPDA
>OFM47081.1 two-component sensor histidine kinase [Pseudomonas aeruginosa]
MKLAVPRPRSLAARLALILFAGLVLAYGLSFASQFYERYQTAKHMMLDSLEQDVAISVAMLD
RLTPAEREAWLPRLERRTYRYRLDAGEPGQPLALADAPVAAHSIERALDGQYPLTLRTVADSR
PHFQVLLRLRDGSPLTIDVTPAPVPLSGWLPLVLLVQLLLLLLCTGLAVRTAIGPLTRLVKAVE
HLDPNRPAQPLAETGPREVAHAAAAFNAMQARIADYLKERMQLLAAISHDLQTPITRMKLRV
EFMDASSDRDKLWNDLEEMQHLVREGVAYARSMHGSTETSCRVDLDAFLDSLVFDYQDSGK
QVQLDGRTGAVIDTRPHALRRVLVNLVDNALKFAGAARLEVERRTDGGTRIQVLDNGPGIPA
EELDEVLKPFYRVENSRNRDTGGTGLGLAIAQQLSLALGGSLTLANRAGGGLCARIELDP
Fig 1: PVS result of Carbon Starvation protein

Inference: Antigenic propensity of approximately 1.27 was found to be highest for the above protein
in the region 640-700. Thus this region of the protein can be among most pathogenic.

Fig 2: PVS plot of protein two-component sensor histidine kinase
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Inference: The region with highest antigenic propensity in the above protein was
between 140 to 200. Which can be further analyzed

found to be

The final list of peptides selected based on PVS and EMBOSS ANTIGENIC with highest peak and
antigenic
propensity
are
SPLTIDVTPAPVPLSGWLPLVLLVQLLLLLLCTGLAVRTAIGPLTRLVKAVEH (141 to 193) of
two-component sensor histidine kinase and INAGLTVLFLLVVFSVLFYAIKVGI (647-671) of carbon
starvation protein A. In order to identify weather the same peptides are CTL epitopes Net CTL results
are analyzed. This will predict their efficacy to act as T cell epitopic regions.
NetCTL result analysis revealed that the epitopic region of two-component sensor histidine kinase
identified by PVS and EMBOSS does not have a T cell epitope as indicated by NetCTL. Thus the
protein carbon starvation protein A whose antigenic sites showed to possess a T cell epitope is used for
further analysis.
Emboss result for the protein carbon starvation protein A showing the peptide with highest antigenicity
is shown below

Fig 3 EMBOSS Result of carbon starvation protein A

Inference: The above result shows that the region having highest antigenecity in the protein is from
644 to 668 with the sequence NAGLTVLFLLVVFSVLFYAIKVGIA and the antigenic site identified
to be L at 652 position.
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The above protein is further screened using NetCTL to check the T cell epitopic
regions in it. The results are furnished below.

Fig 4: Results of NetCTL showing T cell epitopic regions

Inference: The above result of NetCTL shows that the pattern LVVFSVLFY with the score 0.288 is
identified to be T cell epitope and this same region was also recognized as the one with highest
antigenecity according to PVS . Thus the peptide is identified to be a better target for vaccine
development.
Based on the above all analysis the final peptide selected for peptide vaccine designing was
INAGLTVLFLLVVFSVLFYAIKVGI corresponding to 647- 671, of the protein carbon starvation
protein A [Pseudomonas aeruginosa].
The next step in the study is to construct the 3D structure of this selected peptide in argus lab.
Fig 5: 3D structure of peptide vaccine INAGLTVLFLLVVFSVLFYAIKVGI in Argus lab:

Inference: The final peptide structure in argus lab.

Conclusion
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Pseudomonas aeruginosa being one of the most common pathogenic ubiquitously distributed bacteria,
forms the target organism for the study. Proteome of the organism was screened for the identification
of foreign proteins to human proteome. 41 Protein sequences were selected to be foreign and were
subjected for antigenic region prediction. The proteins that show highest antigenicity were identified to
be 2 in number and were Carbon starvation Protein A and two component sensor histidine kinase. The
proteins were further screened for the identification of T cell epitopic regions and transmembrane
regions. All the results analysis revealed that the peptide INAGLTVLFLLVVFSVLFYAIKVGI of
carbon starvation protein A was most antigenic, whose 3D structure was developed in Argus software.
This peptide can be synthesized and tested on animals for its efficacy in acting as a potential vaccine
against the infections caused by the organism Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
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